Release Notes
NASIS Client Version 6.3 - SVN Rev. No. 11054
New Features in version 6.3 (svn 11054)
Navigation
1. Sorting tables by status
It is now possible to click in the heading for the column that displays row status in
the NASIS table editor. This can be useful for locating the rows that have been
modified, checked out, etc.
2. Multiple selection in the column filter
When using the column filter in the NASIS table editor (the little funnel-shaped
icon in the column header) you can now select more than one choice using check
boxes.
3. Expand or collapse multiple rows
After selecting a group of rows in the NASIS table editor you can use the Ctrl+
key combination to expand (display the child tables for) all the rows at once. The
Ctrl- (Ctrl and minus keys) will close up all the child tables for selected rows.
4. Moveable tabs in the editor panel.
Two types of tab moves have been incorporated into the editor panel. First, the
user will be able to move a tab from one location, say the end of the list of tabs, to
another location, say, to become the second tab from the left. This will allow the
user to organize the tabs into logical groups. For example, all queries being
together, all reports being together, etc. Another example may be the grouping of
all rules, evaluations, and properties together with the base rule.
Second, tabs in the editor panel can now be moved to display the tab contents to
the right, left, above, or below the other tabs. This will allow the user to display
two tables side by side and see both tables at once. For example, the user will be
able to display the Project Map Unit table and the Map Unit table and see the
contents of both at the same time. Or, display two queries (or reports) side by
side to see the difference between two versions of a query (or report).
5. Improved messages for upload conflicts
The messages displayed for upload conflicts have been made clearer and more
specific about what conflict occurred.
6. Individual tabs can now be closed by clicking on the ‘x’ on the tab rather than the
previous way of clicking on the ‘x’ at the extreme right of the editor panel.
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Importing Data
7. Importing multiple peninized forms/worksheets with the same format
6.a Using the digital pen to fill out peninized forms often means filling out more
than one form. It is common to create several worksheets in the same form within
one Excel workbook. NASIS can now import all the worksheets provided that
they are named like XXX1, XXX2, etc., where XXX is the worksheet name
specified in the Worksheet Import Mapping table. NOTE: The macros used in
preparing digital pen enabled forms automatically labels the worksheets in the
appropriate format. There is no need for a user to manually label multiple forms.
6.b The following peninized forms have been updated and will import into the
NASIS 6.3 database.
- 232 Histosol v 3.000 – ledger size
- 232 Histosol v 3.000 – legal size
- 232 JC v 3.000 – ledger size
- 232 JC v 3.000 – legal size
- 232 Minl Mxd DE v 3.000 – ledger size
- 232 Minl Mxd DE v 3.000 – legal size
- 232 SAS – ledger size
- 232 SAS – legal size
- Vibracorelog v 3.000
- Field Note v 3.0000
- Penetrometer v 3.000
- Soil Stability v 3.000
- DSP Crop v 4.000
- DSP Forest v 4.000
- DSP Range v 4.000
- SSO Lab Form v 3.000
- Transect v 3.000 – ledger size
- Transect v 3.000 – legal size
8. GPS import records the coordinate source
A new coordinate source value of “imported from gps” has been added, and it will
be applied to Site records when importing coordinates from a GPS.
9. A new version of Pedon PC
Pedon PC 6.1 will be available when NASIS 6.3 data model (database) is
deployed. This will happen about 10 days after the new NASIS client version 6.3
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software package is pushed out. There is a utility in the new Pedon PC
application to export data to create an ACCESS database using the NASIS 6.3
data model. The new ACCESS database can then be used to upload data to
NASIS 6.3
Issues Fixed in the 6.3 Release
1. In a drill-down table that has more rows of data than will fit on the screen (such as
Legend Mapunit) there was a problem with adding data into the blank row at the
bottom of the table. When you started to enter data the table scrolled a few lines
so that it appeared you were entering data in the wrong place. This has been
corrected. (#144590)
2. In a new row at the bottom of a table, columns with decimal numbers (such as
Roots Quantity) did not allow entering numbers after the decimal point.
(#149550)
3. If you were using NASIS on a second monitor and you changed monitor layout,
or switched to a single monitor, NASIS might not be visible. This has been fixed,
so that the NASIS window will move to the available monitor. (#148602)
4. The View Information feature was unreliable on Windows 7 systems. This was
changed to reduce the problems with starting up the Information feature.
(#148603)
5. Some table layouts were not saved correctly, and columns would not appear in the
order that was set. (#161982)
6. NASIS exports failed when using an email address that contained a hyphen.
(#170748)
7. In a SSURGO export the columns that contain decimal numbers typically had too
many decimal places. They now have the same number of decimals as displayed
in NASIS. (#89189)
8. When logging in with LincPass the LincPass dialog box was hidden behind the
NASIS login page. (#170901)
9. On computers running Windows 7, the box used for editing text fields in NASIS
was a bit out of alignment, so the scroll bar and buttons were smaller than normal.
(#138910).
10. After copying and pasting a NASIS Group Member record, if a duplicate entry
was created the duplicate could not be deleted. (#144594)
11. Certain reports failed when the data in a column was too long to fit on the page.
(#146262)
12. Spreadsheet import failed when the importing doubly-linked data. For example,
importing a pedon along with its associated site and transect was not able to create
new entries in all three tables. (#151423)
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13. When reinitializing a local database, if you did not choose to restore the previous
data, the record of what data you had previously downloaded was still retained on
the server. That could make the refresh process slower. (#153351)
14. When entering parameters for a report the drop-down choice list was not always
wide enough to see the whole text. (#167658)
15. Trying to query by matching a report or query script (for example “FROM report
WHERE report LIKE ?”) would not present the right kind of form for entering the
parameter. (#153434).
16. In a database that has not been refreshed it is possible to have a situation where a
download has a reference to data that is not in the local database. For example, a
Legend Area Overlap might show a blank because the Area table is not current.
In this case an attempt to do Download Related would cause an exception. That
has been corrected because Download Related is not allowed in this situation (use
Refresh instead), and the field will display “Not in local database” rather than a
blank. (#156598).
17. Spreadsheet import failed if it found a blank row in a child table that had a lookup
column. An example was an import of tech soil services with the tech soil service
area overlap table. The overlap table has a lookup for area name, and it failed if
the area name was blank. (#167086)
18. If the NASIS local database failed to initialize it was hard to tell why. The error
messages have been improved. (#169364)
Database Changes in version 6.3
Additions:
1. Added a Project Ecological Site child table.
2. Added a TSS Site table.
3. Added a Legend Map Unit History table
4. Added a NCSS Pedon Lab Data table
5. Added a NCSS Layer Lab Data table
6. Added User_Project_Id column to Project table.
7. Added MLRA, State, and County columns to the Site table and
Technical_Soil_Services tables.
8. Add TSS_Time_Spent, Latitude_Std_Decimal_Degrees, And
Longitude_Std_Decimal_Degrees columns to TSS table
9. Added Mapunit_Type column to the Mapunit table with types identified as
‘MLRA’, ‘Non-MLRA’ and ‘STATSGO’.
10. Added Rv_Indicator column to Component_Surface_Morph_Hpp table.
11. Added Electrical_Conductivity_1_5 column to Component_Horizon table
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12. Moved all Forage Suitability Group data from the Component table to the Other
Vegetative Classification Type and Other Vegetative Classification tables so that
all such data are in one place. There will be one Forage Suitability Group entry in
the Other Vegetative Classification Type table, and then a national listing of FSGs
in the Other Vegetative Classification child table.
New entries based on content from the Component table will be added. No
duplicate FSGs are to be created.
There will be some work required by the Regional Office staffs after the new
database is in place. In the Other Vegetative Classification table, there is a name
column that is a ‘required’ entry. For those FSGs that are being adding to the list
that originated from the Component table, there was no name in the Component
table. During the data conversion, a bogus name of ‘Unnamed’ is being
entered. After the release of 6.3 and the new data model, you and your FSG
person need to go in and enter an appropriate name for each FSG that you are
responsible for. This national list will be owned/managed by a single group in
NASIS with Curtis Talbot as coordinator.
From that day forward, all FSG linkages will be managed in that fashion. The
contents of the SDM database have been converted to agree with this approach.
Columns and Domains Changes:
1. FL HE and FL PHE in the component table are now hidden, non-editable, and
nulled out. They will still be part of the SSURGO export.
2. FSG columns in the Component table are now hidden, non-editable, have been
nulled out.
3. Wildlife Ratings columns from Component table are now hidden, non-editable,
have been nulled out.
4. Added ‘sandy and loamy’ choice to the parent_material_modifier domain for both
component and pedon data (shared domain).
5. Updated the Miscellaneous_Area domain to agree with NSSH
6. The Pore_Root_Quantity_Class domain is split into two separate domains.
Root_Quantity_Class (has two additional choices, moderately few and very few)
and Pore_Quantity_Class. In NASIS 6.3 Pore_Quantity_Class domain is linked
to the poreqtyclass column in the phpores table and Root_Quantity_Class domain
is linked to the rootsquantityclass column in the phroots table.
7. The following columns have been moved from the Pedon Horizon table to the
Pedon Horizon Lab Results table.
a.
b.
c.
d.

fiberrubbedpct
fiberunrubbedpct
phnaf
ecmeasured
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e. ecdeterminemeth
f. ec15

8. Moved Part_Size_Cntrl_Depth_To_Bot and Part_Size_Cntrl_Depth_To_Bot
columns from the Pedon table to the Pedon_Tax_History table
9. Amended the label text for choices in the Flooding_Duration_Class,
Ponding_Duration_Class, Pore_Quantity_Class, And Root_Quantity_Class
domains to include the duration in time, or root/pore dimensions.
a. Flooding_Duration_Class domain choice label changes
i. Extremely brief to extremely brief (0.1 to 4 hours)
ii. Very brief to very brief (4 to 48 hours)
iii. Brief to brief (2 to 7 days)
iv. Long to long(7 to 30 days)
v. Very long to very long (more than 30 days)
b. Ponding_Duration_Class domain choice label changes
i. Very brief to very brief (4 to 48 hours)
ii. Brief to brief (2 to 7 days)
iii. Long to long(7 to 30 days)
iv. Very long to very long (more than 30 days)
c. Pore_Quantity_Classs domain choice label changes
i. Few to few (less than 1)
ii. Common to common (1 to 4)
iii. Many to many (5 or more)
d. Root_Quantity_Classs domain choice label changes
i. Very few to very few (less than 0.2)
ii. Few to few (less than 1)
iii. Moderately few to moderately few (0.2 to less than 1)
iv. Common to common (1 to 4)
v. Many to many (5 or more)

10. Added geomorph_feat_name_sp and geomorph_feat_name_plural_sp columns to
the geomorph_feature table in order to store Spanish versions of the geomorphic
feature terms.
11. Changed field size on data_mapunit_description attribute from 60 to 252.
12. Reordered the geographic location columns in the Site table.
13. Added site index curve # 625 to the Site_Index_Curves domain, and changed the
status of curve # 600 to active.
14. Updated the definition of ‘weak’ choice in Crust_Development_Class domain.
a. Now reads: Physical and salt crusts are fragile and can be disrupted by
rainfall. Weak physical crusts have a smooth morphology, none to few
cyanobacterial sheaths, and little or no darkening from cyanobacteria. Poorly
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developed biological crusts have a smooth or dimpled morphology, dense
cyanobacterial sheaths, and variable darkening from cyanobacteria.
15. Added "number_of_ecological_sites" choice to the Milestone_Progress_Unit
domain.
16. Changed the label in the following columns:
a. forest_understory_prod_pct from Understory Prod % to Understory Comp %
b. rangeland_prod_percent from Range Prod % to Range Comp %
c. recorder from Plot Recorder to Plot or Site Recorder
d. ph_determination_method from pH Method to Water pH Method
17. Changed maximum value of electrical_conductivity_1_5 attribute from 15000 to
100.
18. Added Aashto_Group_Classification and Unified_Soil_Classification columns to
the Pedon_Horizon table.
19. Edited the definition of ‘persistent’ choice in Human_Artifact_Persistence
domain.
a. Now reads: The artifact is expected to remain intact in the soil for a decade or
more.
20. Edited the definition of 'taxadjunct to the series' choice in the Pedon_Type
domain.
a. Now reads: Pedon description is complete enough to classify confidently but
is not same taxon as correlated soil series name, may be suitable for
supporting aggregate component data. Only appropriate where taxon kind is
Taxadjunct.
21. Added ‘none evident’ choice to Physical_Crust_Subtype domain.
22. In TSS_Program_Benefitted domain, changed data entry text and label text
a. Choices with the '&' in Data Entry Text and/or Label Text had the ampersand
replaced with 'and'.
23. Edited the definitions of concave, convex, and linear choices in Slope_Shape
domain.
a. Concave now reads: Up & Down Slope: A slope segment of the land surface
whose slope gradient increases up the slope and decreases down the slope, and
runoff tends to decelerate as it flows down the slope. In cross-sectional
profile, the surface bows downward. Across Slope: A lateral slope segment of
the land surface that bows inward along the contour which causes runoff to
concentrate towards the middle. From an aerial perspective, the line bows
into the slope.
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b. Convex now reads: Up & Down Slope: A slope segment of the land surface
whose slope gradient decreases up the slope and increases down the slope, and
runoff tends to accelerate as it flows down the slope. In cross-sectional
profile, the surface bows upward. Across Slope: A lateral slope segment of
the land surface that bows outward along the contour, which causes runoff to
spread out away from the middle. From an aerial perspective, the line bows
out, away from the slope.
c. Linear now reads: Up & Down Slope: A slope segment of the land surface
whos slope gradient is approximately constant and across which runoff neither
accelerates nor decelerates as it flows down the slope. In cross-sectional
profile the surface appears dominantly as a straight line. Across Slope: A
lateral slope segment of the land surface that is dominantly a straight line as
observed along the contour, which causes predominantly parallel surface
water flow.
24. Added ‘3D scanner’ as a new choice to Bulk_Density domain.
25. Changed data entry text and label text of choice ID = 4 from ‘ocean’ to
‘permanent’ in Surface_Water_Kind domain.
26. Changed the data type of Dsp_Comparable_Layer_Id attribute from integer to
string with field length of 25. This column is found in both the Component
Horizon and the Pedon Horizon tables.
27. Changed screen label Of pH_Determination_Method column in the Site
Observation table from ‘pH Method’ to ‘Water pH Method’.
28. Added the following new choices to The Hydric_Soil_Indicator domain:‘
a. F22 Very Shallow Dark Surface
b. S11 High Chroma Sands
29. Edited definition of “F10 Marl’ choice in Hydric_Soil_Indicator domain.
a. Now reads: A layer of marl with value of 5 or more and chroma less than 2
starting within 10 cm (4 inches) of the soil surface.
30. Edited Agronomic_Feature domain choice name 'close grown annual crop, or
crop-fallow'. Deleted the second space after the comma.
31. Changed the maximum value for soitempmm from -25 to -40.
32. Changed the following units of measure from meq/100g to cmol(+)/kg:
a. cation_exch_capcty_nh4oacph7 (cec7)
b. effective_cation_exch_capcty (ecec)
c. extractable_acidity (extacid)
d. extractable_aluminum (extral)
e. sum_of_bases_nh4oacph7 (sumbases)
33. Changed the descriptions of the following attributes.
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a. cation_exch_capcty_nh4oacph7 now reads: The amount of readily
exchangeable cations that can be electrically adsorbed to negative charges in
the soil, soil constituent, or other material, at pH 7.0, as estimated by the
ammonium acetate method. Previously reported as meq/100 g which is
equivalent to cmol+/kg.
b. effective_cation_exch_capcty now reads: The sum of NH4OAc extractable
bases plus KCl extractable aluminum. Previously reported as meq/100 g
which is equivalent to cmol+/kg.
c. clay_sized_carbonate_measured now reads: Carbonate clay is the part of
<0.002 mm diameter particles that are composed of carbonates. It is reported
as a gravimetric percent of the <2 mm fraction.
d. clay_total_measured now reads: Total clay is the soil separate with <0.002
mm particle diameter. Clay size carbonate is included. Total clay is reported
as a gravimetric percent of the <2 mm fraction.
e. extractable_acidity now reads: A measure of soil exchangeable hydrogen ions
that may become active by cation exchange. Previously reported as meq/100
g which is equivalent to cmol+/kg.
f. extractable_aluminum now reads: The amount of aluminum extracted in 1
normal potassium chloride which approximates the exchangeable Al, and is a
measure of the active acidity present in soils with a 1:1 water pH less than 5.5.
It relates to the immediate lime requirement and the CEC of the soil. The
following laboratory method is applied: 55 ml of 1 normal potassium chloride
is extracted through 2.5 g of soil sample. The extract is analyzed by use of an
atomic adsorption spectrometer or similar instrument (SSIR #1, method 6G9a
and NSSH). Previously reported as meq/100 g which is equivalent to
cmol+/kg.
g. fiber_rubbed_percent now reads: The proportion of organic soil material that
is composed of fibers, reported as a percent by volume of the less than 20 mm
fraction after rubbing between the thumb and fingers.
h. fiber_unrubbed_percent now reads: The proportion of organic soil material
composed of fibers, reported as a percent by volume of the less than 20 mm
fraction before rubbing between thumb and fingers.
i. gypsum_equivalent now reads: The weight percent of gypsum and other
water-soluble minerals in the soil as measured using SSIR51V1-4.5.4.1
Equivalent Gypsum Content, Semiquantitative.
j. nz_phosphorous_retention now reads: The phosphorous retention capacity,
measured as a gravimetric percent, of the soil as determined by the New
Zealand P Retention method. The value is reported as percent P retained in
the soil.
k. observation_date now reads: The date on which this particular soil was
described or sampled, expressed as month, day, year -- MM/DD/YYYY.
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l. ph_field now reads: The negative common logarithm, of the hydrogen ion
activity in the soil at field moisture conditions using field test methods. A
numerical expression of the relative acidity or alkalinity of a soil sample.
(SSM)
This is also the initial pH that should be used when performing SSIR51V17.1.3 the Hydrogen Peroxide Test, Delta pH for Acid Sulfate Soils.
m. recorder now reads: The name of the person that recorded information
pertaining to this site.
n. sand_coarse_measured now reads: Coarse sand is the soil separate with 0.5 to
1.0 mm particle diameter. It is reported a gravimetric percent of the <2 mm
fraction.
o. sand_fine_measured now reads: Fine sand is the soil separate with 0.10 to
0.25 mm diameter particles. It is reported as a gravimetric percent of the <2
mm fraction.
p. sand_medium_measured now reads: Medium sand is the soil separate with
0.25 to 0.50 mm particle diameter. It is reported as a gravimetric percent of
the <2 mm fraction.
q. sand_total_measured now reads: Total sand is the soil separate with 0.05 to
2.0 mm particle diameter. It is reported a gravimetric percent of the <2 mm
fraction.
r. sand_very_coarse_measured now reads: Very coarse sand is the soil separate
with 1.0 to 2.0 mm particle diameter. It is reported as a gravimetric percent of
the <2 mm fraction.
s. sand_very_fine_measured now reads: Very fine sand is the soil separate with
0.05 to 0.10 mm particle diameter. It is reported as a gravimetric percent of
the <2 mm fraction.
t. shape_down now reads: The geometric, two dimensional profile (shape) of
the slope perpendicular to elevation contours.
u. silt_coarse_measured now reads: Coarse silt is the soil separate with 0.02 to
0.05 mm particle size. It is reported as a gravimetric percent of the <2 mm
fraction.
v. silt_fine_measured now reads: Fine silt is the soil separate with 0.002 to 0.02
mm particle diameter. It is reported as a gravimetric percent of the <2 mm
fraction.
w. silt_total_measured now reads: Total silt is the soil separate with 0.002 to
0.05 mm particle size. It is reported as a gravimetric percent of the <2 mm
fraction.
x. slope_complexity now reads: The identification of whether the landscape
surface is simple or complex.
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y. sum_of_bases_nh4oacph7 now reads: The sum of NH4OAc extractable bases
(pH 7.0), reported on less than 2mm base. Previously reported as meq/100 g
which is equivalent to cmol+/kg.
z. taxonomic_family_other now reads: Soil characteristics other than the
defined family characteristics of particle-size classes, mineralogy classes,
cation-exchange activity classes, calcareous and reaction classes, and soil
temperature classes.
34. Changed the Column Context Description of the following columns:
a. record_date (calculation_text table)
b. horizon_designation (chorizon table)
35. Changed the sort order in the Project table so that the order is now
User_Project_Id as the first column and Project_Name as the second column.
36. Added Mapunit_Type domain with the following choices:
a. mlra map unit
i. A map unit that is designed to cover the full conceptual extent of the
map unit across multiple Non-MLRA soil survey areas and their
legends.
b. non-mlra map unit
i. A map unit that is specific to an individual Non-MLRA soil survey
area and its legend.
c. STATSGO map unit
i. A map unit that is designed for STATSGO level data.
37. Layer_Type domain (linked to Layer_Type column in the new
NCSS_Layer_Lab_Data table) added with the following choices.
a. Horizon
b. Reporting layer
38. Moisture_Prep_State domain (linked to the Moisture_Prep_State column in the
new NCSS_Layer_Lab_Data table) added with the following choices.
a. Air-dry
b. moist
Known Bugs
These are NASIS issues that have been reported and you may want to be aware of them,
but they were determined to be of a minor nature and difficult to change.
1. During NASIS installation an error message similar to “Could not load file or
assembly ‘Microsoft.SqlServer.Smo’ ...” can appear if the SQL Server software is
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not present on the computer. SQL Server Express Edition must be installed
before NASIS. (#136745)
2. An error message like “Object reference error” may pop up when closing a table
editor. This is most likely to happen with a table that has a lot of child tables (like
Data Mapunit) because it takes longer to close, and it happens when the mouse is
moved around while the table is closing. You can ignore this message.
(#108209)
3. When using a tablet PC an on-screen keyboard normally appears when you start
to edit a text field. This doesn’t happen with the new text edit pop-up box, so you
will have to open the keyboard manually. (#81349)
4. When viewing the Calculation table in the table editor, the column Base Table
shows numbers instead of table names. Open the calculation editor to see the
base table names. (#108220)
5. Report output that appears in a browser can be hidden behind the NASIS window.
(#106170)
6. When you have messages in the status or validation list that include hot links, and
you undock the message area, the links get changed to plain text. (#106734)
7. When a NASIS data model change is made and you have left NASIS running on
your computer, it will allow you to log in and continue working. But a download
or refresh will probably fail due to the data model change. You have to exit from
NASIS and restart, which will then force an initialization to the new data model.
(#104154).
8. When copying and pasting in text fields the Undo button may operate differently
than you expect. Some inconsistent behavior has been seen (#106569).
9. When editing an Evaluation, after selecting a Property from the choice list, the
Property field will sometimes appear blank. To correct this, save and close the
Evaluation editor, then open it again (#140583).
10. If a large number of editor tabs are opened, eventually an Out of Memory
condition can occur, and a large red X will be displayed. At that point it is best to
close and restart NASIS (#140229).
11. When doing a Paste/Replace that fails, the rows that were to have been replaced
will show a D (deleted) status in the editor. They are not actually deleted; the
display is just not updated correctly. If the table is closed and reopened the rows
will display the correct status (#139064).
12. If the Capturx digital pen plug-in for Excel is installed and running, importing
Excel spreadsheets to NASIS will fail intermittently and without adequate error
message as to why. Capturx needs to be disabled in Excel before doing the
import (#138572).
13. In Local Database Setup, the buttons like Accept and Cancel don’t respond on the
first click if a different window is active. They will respond on the second click.
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